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FICTION

Something
Wonderful
s t o rie s b y JO LLOY D

“Jo Lloyd writes stories that have
the epic sweep, sly humor, and cold,
thrilling depths of Mavis Gallant
and Jim Shepard, as well as an
idiosyncratic brilliance that is hers
alone. Her sentences could rouse the
dead (and do, in this excellent book).”
—KAREN RUSSELL

I

ON SALE AUGUST 24, 2021
US $24.95 / CAN $33.95 · Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-951142-72-8 · 5 ½" x 8 ½" · 232 pages

N AT IO N A L M A RK E T I NG C A M PAI G N

n this debut collection of stories that delight
in language and shine with wit, wisdom, and
deep humanity, a vainglorious mine owner dreams
of harnessing all of nature to the machinery of
commerce. Two women hunt rare butterflies in a
pre-First World War landscape already experiencing the first bites of biodiversity loss. A young man
tracks down the father who abandoned him inside
a festival exhibit. A rural Welsh community is
fascinated and angered by glimpses of its invisible,
wealthy neighbors. Whether seeking knowledge,
riches, or a better life, the characters in Something
Wonderful are united by a quest for lasting value, as
they ask how we should treat our world, our work,
our selves, and each other in both past and present.
Clear-sighted and lyrical, compassionate, and
full of truth, this debut collection from Jo Lloyd,
winner of the BBC National Short Story Award,
announces a remarkable new voice with a sensibility all her own.

∙ National media campaign including radio and online
interviews
∙ National print campaign, including reviews, features,
and original essays
∙ Digital ad campaign targeting top literary sites
∙ Comprehensive social media campaign

JO L LOYD won the BBC National Short Story Award in

2019 and an O. Henry Prize in 2018. Her stories have appeared in Zoetrope: All-Story, Ploughshares, The Southern
Review, and elsewhere. Something Wonderful is her
debut collection. She grew up in South Wales, where she
now lives.
Twitter: @jolloyds

Annabel Abbs follows the footsteps of
extraordinary women who walked in
wild landscapes throughout history.

A

nnabel Abbs’s Windswept:Walking the Paths of
Trailblazing Women is a beautifully written meditation and memoir that reflects on that most fundamental way of connecting with the outdoors: the
simple act of walking. In absorbing and transporting
prose, Abbs follows in the footsteps of groundbreaking women, including Georgia O’Keeffe in
the empty plains of Texas and New Mexico, Nan
Shepherd in the mountains of Scotland, Gwen John
following the French River Garonne, Daphne du
Maurier following the River Rhone, amd Simone
de Beauvoir—who walked as much as twentyfive miles a day in a skirt and espadrilles—in the
mountains and forests of France. These trailblazing women were reclaiming for women what had
historically been considered male domains.
The stories of these incredible women and
artists are laced together by the wilderness walking in Abbs’s own life, beginning with her poet
father who raised her in the Welsh countryside
as an “experiment,” according to the principles of
Rousseau. Windswept is an inventive retrospective
and an arresting look forward to the way walking brings about a kind of clarity of thought not
found in any other activity, and how it has allowed
women throughout history to reimagine their
lives and break free from convention. As Abbs
traces the paths of these exceptional women, she
realizes that she, too, is walking away from, and
towards, a very different future. Windswept crosses
continents and centuries in an arresting and stirring reflection on the power of walking in nature.
A N N A B E L A B B S is an

award-winning author and journalist. She writes regularly for a
wide range of newspapers and
magazines and lives in London,
with her husband and four
children. Her novels The Joyce
Girl and Frieda were published
to great acclaim. Windswept is her first work of nonfiction.
Author website: annabelabbs.com
Twitter: @annabelabbs

NONFICTION

Windswept:

Walking the Paths of
Trailblazing Women
a m em o ir b y AN N AB E L AB B S

ON SALE SEPTEMBER 7, 2021
US $26.95 / CAN $35.95 · Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-951142-70-4 · 5 ½" x 8 ½" · 392 pages

N AT ION A L M A RKE T I NG C A M PA IG N
∙ Comprehensive prepublication campaign, including
bookseller events, trade advertising, and extensive
galley giveaways
∙ National media interviews, reviews & features
∙ National author tour
∙ Print and digital advertising campaign
∙ Library marketing
∙ Goodreads giveaways
∙ Extensive social media campaign
∙ Reading Group questions available
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POETRY

My Darling
from the Lions
po ems by RACHEL LONG

“An enchanting and heartwarming
new voice in poetry.”
—BERNARDINE EVARISTO, author
of Girl, Woman, Other
NAMED A BEST POETRY BOOK OF
2020 BY THE GUARDIAN
SHORTLISTED FOR THE
RATHBONES FOLIO PRIZE, THE
COSTA POETRY AWARD, AND THE
FORWARD PRIZE FOR BEST FIRST
COLLECTION

E

ON SALE SEPTEMBER 21, 2021
US $16.95 / CAN $22.95 · Trade Paper Original
ISBN 978-1-951142-71-1 · 6" x 9" · 88 pages

N AT I ON A L M A RK E T I NG C A M PAI G N
∙ National media campaign including radio and online
interviews
∙ National print campaign, including reviews, features,
and original essays
∙ Author events in select cities
∙ Digital ad campaign targeting top literary and poetry
sites
∙ Comprehensive social media campaign

ach poem in Rachel Long’s award-winning
My Darling from the Lions has a vivid story to
tell—of family quirks, the perils of dating, the grip
of religion, or sexual awakening—stories that are,
by turn, emotionally insightful, politically conscious, wise, funny, and outrageous. Told in three
sections, it’s a book about growing up, falling in
love with not-great men, and girlhood; a collection that speaks to femininity, divinity, familial
shame, Black identity, and modern culture.
Long reveals herself as a razor-sharp and original voice on the issues of sexual politics and cultural
inheritance that polarize our current moment. With
a fresh commitment to the power of the individual
poem, her collection offers immediate, wide-awake
poetry that entertains royally, without sacrificing a
note of its urgency or remarkable skill.
My Darling from the Lions marks the arrival of a
thrilling new voice and presence in poetry.
RACHE L LONG is a poet

and the founder of Octavia
Poetry Collective for Women
of Colour, which is housed at
Southbank Centre in London.
My Darling from the Lions,
first published by Picador in
2020, is her debut collection.
She was born in London, and resides there today.
Twitter: @rachelnalong

“Sublime. A striking and formidable
novel by one of our most brilliant
writers and storytellers."
—EDWIDGE DANTICAT

FICTION

What Storm,
What Thunder
a n o v el b y MYR IAM J. A. C HA N CY

A

t the end of a long, sweltering day, as markets
and businesses begin to close for the evening, an earthquake of 7.0 magnitude shakes the
capital of Haiti, Port-au-Prince. Award-winning
author Myriam J. A. Chancy masterfully charts
the inner lives of the characters affected by the
disaster—Richard, a wealthy, expat water-bottling
executive with a secret daughter; the daughter,
Anne, an architect who drafts affordable housing
structures for a global NGO; a small-time drug
trafficker, Leopold, who pines for a beautiful call
girl; Sonia and her business partner, Dieudonné,
who are followed by a man they believe is the
vodou spirit of death; Didier, an emigrant musician
who drives a taxi in Boston; Sara, a mother haunted
by the ghosts of her children in an IDP camp; her
husband, Olivier, an accountant forced to abandon
the wife he loves; their son, Jonas, who haunts them
both; and Ma Lou, the old woman selling produce
in the market who remembers them all. Artfully
weaving together these lives, witness is given to the
desolation wreaked by nature and by man.
Brilliantly crafted, fiercely imagined, and
deeply haunting, What Storm, What Thunder is a
singular and stunning record and reckoning of
the heartbreaking trauma of disaster and—at the
same time—an unforgettable testimony to the
tenacity of the human spirit.

M Y R I A M J . A . C H A N CY

myriamchancy.com

is a Haitian-CanadianAmerican writer, the HBA
Chair in the Humanities at
Scripps College in Claremont,
California, and a Fellow of the
John Simon Guggenheim
Memorial Foundation.

ON SALE OCTOBER 5, 2021
US $27.95 / CAN $36.95 · Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-951142-76-6 · 5 ½" x 8 ½" · 320 pages

N AT ION A L M A RKE T I NG C A M PA IG N
∙ Comprehensive prepublication campaign including
bookseller events, trade advertising, and extensive
galley giveaways
∙ Early outreach and giveaways on Goodreads and Shelf
Awareness
∙ National media interviews, reviews, excerpts, and
features
∙ 10-city author tour
∙ Print and digital advertising campaign
∙ Library marketing
∙ Extensive social media campaign
∙ Reading Group questions available
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CO MI N G I N PA P ER B AC K

The Book of
Atlantis Black

AN NPR BEST BOOK OF 2020
“A haunting, mind-bending
memoir. . . . riveting.”
—THE NEW YORK TIMES

a me mo ir by BETSY BONNER

A

ON SALE OCTOBER 19, 2021
US $17.95 / CAN $23.95 · Paperback
ISBN 978-1-951142-77-3 · 5 ½" x 8 ½" · 280 pages

N AT I ON A L M A RK E T I NG C A M PAI G N
∙ National media campaign, including “New in Paperback” roundups
∙ Ongoing national author appearances
∙ Extensive book club promotion, including Goodreads
∙ Includes Reading Group questions and author interview
∙ Academic outreach for course adoption and First Year
Experience programs
∙ Outreach and promotion to the LGBTQ community

young woman is found dead on the floor
of a Tijuana hotel room. An ID in a nearby
purse reads “Atlantis Black.” The police report
states that the body does not seem to match the
identification, yet the body is quickly cremated
and the case is considered closed.
So begins Betsy Bonner’s search for her sister,
Atlantis, and the unraveling of the mysterious final
months before Atlantis’s disappearance, alleged
overdose, and death. With access to her sister’s
email and social media accounts, Bonner attempts
to decipher and construct a narrative: frantic and
unintelligible Facebook posts, alarming images of a
woman with a handgun, Craigslist companionship
ads, DEA agent testimony, video surveillance, police
reports, and various phone calls and moments in the
flesh conjured from memory. Through a history only
she and Atlantis shared—a childhood fraught with
abuse and mental illness, Atlantis’s precocious yet
short rise in the music world, and through it all an
unshakable bond of sisterhood—Bonner finds questions that lead only to more questions and possible
clues that seem to point in no particular direction.
In this haunting memoir and piercing true crime
account, Bonner must decide how far she will go to
understand a sister who, like the mythical island she
renamed herself for, might prove impossible to find.
The Book of Atlantis Black: The Search for a Sister Gone
Missing will have you questioning facts, rooting for
secrets, and asking what it means to know the truth.
B E TSY B ONNE R is the author

of the poetry collection Round
Lake. She is a former Director
of the 92Y Unterberg Poetry
Center, where she now teaches
creative writing. She is a fellow
of MacDowell and the T. S. Eliot
House. She grew up in Chadds
Ford, Pennsylvania, and lives in southwestern Vermont.

FICTION

A perceptive and powerful debut of
identity and belonging about a young
woman determined to be seen—and
to see herself—for who she really is.

Win Me
Something
a n o v el b y KYLE LUC IA WU

W

illa Chen has never quite fit in. Growing
up as a biracial Chinese American girl in
New Jersey, Willa felt both hypervisible and unseen, too Asian to fit in at her mostly white school,
and too white to speak to the few Asian kids
around. After her parents’ early divorce, they both
remarried and started new families, and Willa grew
up feeling outside of their new lives, too.
For years, Willa does her best to stifle her
feelings of loneliness, drifting through high school
and then college as she tries to quiet the unease
inside her. But when she begins working for the
Adriens—a wealthy white family in Tribeca—as
a nanny for their daughter, Bijou, Willa is confronted with all of the things she never had. As she
draws closer to the family and eventually moves in
with them, Willa finds herself questioning who she
is, and revisiting a childhood where she never felt
fully at home. Self-examining and fraught with the
emotions of a family who fails and loves in equal
measure, Win Me Something is a nuanced coming-ofage debut about the irreparable fissures between
people, and a young woman who asks what it really
means to belong, and how she might begin to
define her own life.

ON SALE NOVEMBER 2, 2021
US $16.95 / CAN $22.95 · Trade Paper Original
ISBN 978-1-951142-73-5 · 5 ½" x 8 ½" · 268 pages

N AT ION A L M A RKE T I NG C A M PA IG N
KY L E LUC I A W U has

received the Asian American
Writers’ Workshop Margins
Fellowship and residencies
from The Millay Colony, The
Byrdcliffe Colony, Plympton’s
Writing Downtown Residency,
and the Kimmel Harding
Nelson Center. She is the Programs & Communications
Director at Kundiman and has taught creative writing at
Fordham University and The New School. She was born in
New Jersey and lives in Los Angeles.
kyleluciawu.com / Twitter: @kylelucia

∙ National media campaign, including TV, radio, and
online interviews
∙ National print campaign, including reviews, features,
and original essays
∙ Digital ad campaign targeting top literary sites
∙ National author tour
∙ Comprehensive social media campaign
∙ Promotion on top book club sites
∙ Includes Reading Group questions
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POETRY

All The
Names Given

All The Names Given is a timely, tender
book of humanity and remembrance
from one of the most important young
poets of our generation.

po ems by R AY MOND ANTROBUS

O

ON SALE NOVEMBER 9, 2021
US $16.95 / CAN $22.95 · Trade Paper Original
ISBN 978-1-951142-92-6 · 6" x 9" · 96 pages

N AT I ON A L M A RK E T I NG C A M PAI G N
∙ National media campaign, including TV, radio, and
online interviews
∙ National print campaign, including reviews and features
∙ Author events in select cities
∙ Digital ad campaign targeting top literary and poetry
sites
∙ Comprehensive social media campaign

n the heels of his much-lauded debut
collection, Raymond Antrobus continues his essential investigation into language,
miscommunication, place, and memory in All
The Names Given, while simultaneously breaking
new ground in both form and content.
The collection opens with poems about the
author’s surname—one that shouldn’t have survived
into modernity—and examines the rich and fraught
history carried within it. The book is punctuated
with [Caption Poems] partially inspired by Deaf
sound artist Christine Sun Kim, which speak to the
spaces between the poems as well as the moments
inside them. As Antrobus outlines a childhood
caught between intimacy and brutality, sound and
silence, and conflicting racial and cultural identities, the poem becomes a space in which the poet
reckons with his own ancestry, and bears witness to
the indelible violence of the legacy wrought by colonialism. The poems travel through space—shifting
fluidly between England, South Africa, Jamaica, and
the American South—and brilliantly move from an
examination of family history into the wandering
lust of adolescence and finally, vividly, into a complex array of marriage poems—matured, wiser, and
more accepting of love's fragility.
RAYMOND A NTROB US 's

debut collection, The
Perseverance, won the Ted
Hughes Award, the Rathbones
Folio Prize, and the Somerset
Maugham Award, and was
shortlisted for the Griffin Poetry
Prize, among others. He was also
awarded the 2017 Geoffrey Dearmer Prize and the 2019 Sunday
Times/University of Warwick Young Writer of the Year Award.
Born in London, Raymond is currently based between London
and Oklahoma City.
www.raymondantrobus.com / Instagram: @raymond_antrobus

“Gripping, gothic and moody.”
—BUZZFEED

E

very year, Úna prepares for her father to leave
her. He will wave goodbye early one morning,
then disappear with seven other men to traverse
the Irish countryside. Together, these men form the
Butchers, a group that roams from farm to farm,
enacting ancient methods of cattle slaughter.
The Butchers’ Blessing moves between the events
of 1996 and the present, offering a simmering
glimpse into the modern tensions that surround these eight fabled men. For Úna, being a
Butcher’s daughter means a life of tangled ambition and incredible loneliness. For her mother,
Grá, it’s a life of faith and longing, of performing a
promise that she may or may not be able to keep.
For nonbeliever Fionn, the Butchers represent a
dated and complicated reality, though for his son,
Davey, they represent an entirely new world—and
potentially new love. For photographer Ronan,
the Butchers are ideal subjects: representatives
of an older, more folkloric Ireland whose survival
is now being tested. As he moves through the
countryside, Ronan captures this world image
by image—a lake, a cottage, and his most striking photo: a man, hung upside down in a pose of
unspeakable violence.
Thrilling, dark, and richly atmospheric, Ruth
Gilligan delivers an engrossing incantation—
mesmerizing in both language and story—
conjuring a family and a country on the edge of
irrevocable change.
R U T H G I L L I G A N is a gradu-

ate of Cambridge and Yale,
and now works as a Senior
Lecturer in Creative Writing at
the University of Birmingham.
She contributes regular literary reviews to The Guardian,
Los Angeles Review of Books,
Irish Independent, and the Times Literary Supplement.
ruthgilligan.com / Twitter: @ruthgilligan

COMING IN PAPE RBACK

The Butchers ’
Blessing
a n o v el b y R UTH GILLIGAN

ON SALE NOVEMBER 16, 2021
US $16.95 / CAN $22.95 · Paperback
ISBN 978-1-951142-74-2 · 5 ½" x 8 ½" · 320 pages

N AT ION A L M A RKE T I NG C A M PA IG N
∙ National media campaign, including TV, radio, and
online interviews
∙ National print campaign, including reviews, features,
and original essays
∙ Book club promotions with BookBrowse, Book Movement, Reading Group Guides, and other top book club
sites.
∙ Early galleys and special book-specific packages for
bloggers and influencers
∙ Comprehensive social media and digital ad campaign
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9

Where You
Come From
a no v e l by SAŠA STANI ŠI Ć

WINNER OF THE 2019
GERMAN BOOK PRIZE
From internationally acclaimed
writer Saša Stanišić, Where You Come
From is a genre-bending novel
about the question: what makes us
who we are?

S

ON SALE DECEMBER 7, 2021
US $17.95 / CAN $23.95· Trade Paper Original
ISBN 978-1-951142-75-9 · 5 ½" x 8 ½" · 416 pages

N AT I ON A L M A RK E T I NG C A M PAI G N
∙ National media campaign including online interviews
∙ Goodreads giveaways
∙ Digital ad campaign targeting top literary sites
∙ Extensive social media campaign
∙ Library marketing
∙ Promotion to translation community

aša Stanišić’s Where You Come From is a novel
about a village where only thirteen people
remain, a country that no longer exists, a shattered family that is his own. Blending autofiction, fable, and choose-your-own-adventure,
Stanišić explores a family’s escape during the
conflict in Yugoslavia, and the years that followed as they built a life in Germany. He
examines what it means to learn a new language,
to find new friends and new jobs, to build an
identity between countries and cultures.
Translated by Damion Searls, Where You Come
From is about homelands, both remembered and
imagined. A book that bends form and genre
with wit, heart, and exceptional craftsmanship to
explore questions that lie inside all of us: about
language and shame, about arrival and making it
just in time, about luck and death, about what role
our origins and memories play in our lives.
SA ŠA STA NI ŠI Ć was born

in Višegrad (Yugoslavia) in
1978 and has lived in Germany
since 1992. His debut novel,
How the Soldier Repairs the
Gramophone, was translated
into thirty-one languages;
Before the Feast was a bestseller and won the renowned Leipzig Book Fair prize.
Twitter: @sasa_s
DA MI ON SE A RL S is a translator from German, Norwegian,

French, and Dutch, of classic modern writers including Rilke,
Proust, Nietzsche, Bachmann, Jelinek, Modiano, and Jon
Fosse. He is also the author of The Inkblots, a history of the
Rorschach test and biography of its creator, which has been
translated into ten languages. He has received Guggenheim
and Cullman Center fellowships and the German Federal
Order of Merit for his writing and translating.
damionsearls.com
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